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更宏观的视角。在 Copula 函数的选择上，本文选用 t-Copula、Gumbel Copula、
Clayton Copula 三种典型的 Copula 函数做二元尾部相关系数估计；在二元的基础
上，本文进一步以 优拟合的 t-Copula 做六元的尾部相关系数估计，以期更全面
更客观地衡量六个行业间的违约相关性。 
通过实证分析，本文得到如下结论：二元 Copula 模型中，运用赤池信息准






















As the economy globalization evolves, various kinds of financial risks are 
becoming more and more mutable thus hardly possible to defend effectively. With this 
jeopardizing the stability of the financial industry, Chinese financial entities, 
especially the commercial banks, have to manage their risk exposure effectively so as 
to compete with western counterparts and gain some advantage. Being relatively more 
complex and more difficult to measure, credit risk has been the major exposure for 
commercial banks and consequently the focus of risk management researching. 
Default risk, as the most important form of credit risk, is highlighted by all kinds of 
study. Recent economic structure shift tightened the link between different industries, 
giving default correlation more and more significance.  
The following content will adopt Copula model, which is superior in risk 
measurement, and use tail correlation coefficient of the yield of six listed industries as 
default correlation measurement to get around the difficulty in obtaining data and the 
linear correlation limitation, in order to systematically study situations and features of 
default correlations in various industries, making investors establish a more profound 
understanding of this topic. 
The western default risk research focuses on the model itself instead of default 
correlation measurement in contrast to situation in China. The following content will 
study default correlation in a more macroeconomic point of view to provide a clearer 
angle in risk management strategy. The choice of Copula function is typical: t-Copula, 
Gumbel Copula and Clayton Copula for binary tail correlation coefficient estimate; 
hexahydric tail correlation coefficient estimate is performed by optimized t-Copula to 
objectively measure default correlation amongst six industries. 
Empirical analysis below leads to following conclusion: in binary Copula model, 
through Akaike Information Criterion compare of three Copula functions, t-Copula is 
the optimist. From the binary tail correlation results, the default correlation is 















consideration of interactions among six industries when measuring tail correlation 
between each two, it is more accurate and indicates that binary models overestimated 
the correlation. Hopefully this study will produce useful theoretical guidance for 
banking risk management. 
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Philipp&Schubert（2001）等人的论文。随后 Thierry Ane 和 Cecile Kharoubi（2003）
在 Coplua 函数的应用研究方面取得了突出成果，给出了根据实际数据选择合适
















Copula 函数的拟合优度和选择分布上做了介绍和比较，为选择合理的 Copula 函
数打下了理论基础。Aas&Czado（2007）提出适合所有 Copula 函数族的多元随
机变量的 Copula 建模方法 pair-Copula 法，它的基本思路是在第一层中两两随机
变量构造二元 copula，在第二层及其以上层，则是以 Copula 函数为对象，两两
Copula 函数形成更高层次的 Copula 函数，直到只能形成一个 Copula 函数为止。
Meneil(2008)完善解决多维阿基米德 Copula 函数的方法，在高维网状阿基米德
Copula 方法（Hierarehieally Nested Aichimedean Construetion）的基础上放松了第
一层 Copula 分布的维数限制，允许建立维数各不相同的局部 Copula 分布函数。 
总的说来，国外在相关违约方面的研究，特别是相关违约模型的研究，已经
















































Copula 的选择上，将选择 t-Copula，Gumbel Copula，Clayton Copula 来分别计算
六个行业的两两之间二维尾部相关系数，并用赤池信息准则（AIC）分别选出




































采用 t-Copula、Gumbel Copula、Clayton Copula三种Copula函数进行相关性分析，，
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第二章 Copula 函数的基本理论 
1959 年，Sklar 指出可以将一个联合分布分解为它的 k 个边缘分布和一个











2.1 n 维 Copula 函数的定义及基本性质 
2.1.1Copula 函数的定义 
定义 2.1 n维 Copula 函数是指具有以下性质的函数[6]： 
（1） ( ),...,C ⋅ ⋅ 的定义域为： nI ，即[ ]0,1 n； 
（2） ( ),...,C ⋅ ⋅ 有零基面（grounded），且是 n维递增（N-increasing）的； 
（3） ( ),...,C ⋅ ⋅ 有边缘分布 kC ， 1,2,...,k n= ，且满足 ( )kC u u= ，其中 [ ]0,1u ∈ 。 
从定义 2.1 可以得知， ( ),...,C ⋅ ⋅ 是一个服从[ ]0,1 n均匀分布的 n维分布函数，
且对于定义域内的任意一点均有 0 ≤ ( ),...,C ⋅ ⋅ ≤ 1。 
Sklar 定理 2.1 令 ( )· ·H ，...，为具有边缘分布 1,..., nF F ，那么存在一个 n维
Copula 函数，满足： 
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